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Premise and vision
The Western electric grid’s potential for low-cost, clean, and reliable electricity is 

stymied by a balkanized resource planning, market, and policy environment. 

Resource and load planning is ever more complex. Utilities, operators, traders, and 

policymakers have long recognized specific opportunities to reduce barriers, frictions, 

and inefficiencies between utilities and markets across the West. New opportunities 

are arising from new technologies.

Significant improvements to the status quo are achievable. What is missing is a 

non-regulatory regional forum that can bring together diverse interests to 

collaboratively explore opportunities, cooperatively invest in data and analyses, and 

collectively identify strategies to improve efficiency and performance in the West’s 

evolving electric grid..



Overview
The Resource Planners Forum is a proposal before the Western Interstate Energy 

Board. If approved in late November, the project would formally begin in January 

2018.

The proposal envisions two workshops in early 2018 to explore resource planning 

issues of common concern around the West. These workshops will explore specific 

topics where cooperative action would be most helpful, plan further collaboration, and 

may form working groups to complete specific tasks.

The WIEB RPF would partner with CNEE RWE in identifying priority topics for 

discussion, exploring policy implications, and generating recommendations. This 

meeting today is a head-start on that collaboration. Your feedback today will inform 

the initial agenda for the Resource Planners Forum.



Structure
The proposed Resource Planners Forum will gather experts from:

● Private and public load-serving utilities

● State officials and regulatory staff

● Power marketers, traders, and finance institutions

● Transmission operators and scheduling coordinators

● Academic and advocate experts

These experts will collaborate to identify the high value topics for discussion and 

potential further work. They may create workgroups to complete technical analyses or 

develop recommendations for coordinated action. These efforts could include:

● Datasets and analyses of energy, environmental, and commercial opportunity

● Commercial Best Practices or model contracts, tariffs, or practices

● Policy recommendations to  utility regulators or legislators



Discussion Topics
1. Resource Planners Forum goals, process, participants

2. Best Practices and State-of-the-Art in IRP

3. Power and capacity planning and procurement

4. Flexibility; Strategies for flexible resources

5. Distributed Energy Resources

6. Existing transmission

7. Energy markets



Topic #1: Resource Planners Forum goals, process, participants

● What should be the goals of the RPF - Information sharing? Legislative and 

regulatory policy recommendations? Technical proposals? Coordinated planning?

● Where can the RPF distinguish itself as a forum that adds value to existing 

regional forums?

● What would constitute success for the RPF?

● What participants (specifically or by category) are key to success? What 

participants pose a challenge to success, and how can this challenge be managed?

● How can the RPF be a safe forum for data-sharing? 



Topic #2: Best Practices and State-of-the-Art in IRP

● How much interest in a survey of “latest and greatest” in IRP? How should  it be 
structured to be most helpful? A comprehensive survey or a selection of examples?

● Are there useful analytic questions ( e.g. aggregating resource and load projections)?

● What level of interest in diving into IRP process questions (as distinguished from 
specific resource planning and procurement topics, following) such as:

○ Energy futures scenarios - how to choose and how to evaluate trade-offs
○ Role for regional collaboration or consultation in the formal IRP process?
○ IRP planning under business model uncertainty



Topic #3: Power and capacity planning and procurement
3. a) Planning and procurement in a balkanized procurement world
● What are the challenges and opportunities for more granular and/or coordinated planning and procurement?

3. b) Exploring the opportunity of today’s resource and load diversity
● What’s the scale of resources potentially available for regional trade? What commercial power, capacity, and 

transmission agreements could support these sales? What contractual, regulatory, transmission, and 
uncertainty challenges?

3. c) Planning reserves coordination
● What opportunities and challenges for consistent measurement, coordinated assessment, and/or cooperation in 

compliance between BAs, LRAs, and LSEs?

3. d) Retiring and new grid-level resources
● Challenges and opportunities of coal plant closures. Consideration of grid-connected storage and other grid 

resources.



Topic #4: Flexibility; Strategies for flexible resources

● How do LSEs, LRAs, and BAs define and measure flexible capacity needs and 
resources? Could consistent methodology or coordinated regional assessment 
strengthen reliability and regional trading? 

● How are LSEs considering, procuring, and using flexible resources? How are 
different resources assessed? What kinds of contracts or markets used for services?

● What market, regulatory, or operational barriers stand in the way of accessing 
flexibility in the existing fleet or from new technologies?



Topic #5: Distributed Energy Resources
● Which of the following are most challenging/promising for utility planning?

● How are utilities planning for these technologies? Could planning be enhanced 
through regional coordination of studies? 

● What can regional partners learn from other states’ and utilities’ market and 
regulatory experiences? Are there benefits to coordinated regional policy approaches?

● Could DERs affect regional transmission capacities?

● Electric vehicles (light duty) ● Rooftop solar 

● Electric vehicles (medium/heavy duty) ● Behind-the-meter storage

● Advanced demand response ● Micro-grids

● Commercial/industrial electrification ● Co-generation



Topic #6: Existing transmission

● Which existing transmission strategies (e.g. scheduling coordination, conditional firm 
transmission, flow-based interties, dynamic line rating, flow control technologies, etc) 
have the most potential grid, market, and resource benefits?

● Which regional paths would benefit the most from these transmission strategies? 
Could regional collaboration be targeted around these priority paths?

● Are the regulatory or market incentives supportive for transmission innovation, and 
how could a regional process like the RPF help?

● Are commercial structures (tariffs, PPAs and transmission service contracts, 
financing) adequate to support advanced strategies, or could a regional forum assist in 
developing or promoting new services or products?



Topic #7: Energy Markets
● Bilateral power markets: Could new standard bilateral power market products in 

regional hubs benefit resource planners, marketers, and ratepayers? Is there a role for 
Resource Planners Forum in facilitating new or adjusted products beyond the role of 
the WSPP and other forums?

● Energy Imbalance Market: What effect will EIM have on resource utilization, missing 
money for generators, and future resource adequacy? How does EIM affect 
transmission utilization and longer-term regional transfer capability? Does EIM affect 
other IRP planning issues?

● Western ISO/RTO: How would ISO expansion or Mountain West affect resource 
utilization? Transmission utilization and regional transfer capability? IRP planning? 
What seams issues are raised by ISO expansion or Mountain West that the RPF could 
be helpful in exploring?



Additional potential topics

1. GHG prices or constraints in IRP planning

2. GHG emissions tracking of regional electricity trade

3. Other...


